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The object of this paper is to extend the classical theory of projective 
representations and stable modules. In the sequel, we work in the category 
of right ‘%-modules where ‘% is a graded Clifford system in the sense of the 
recent important papers [3-51 by Dade which introduce and apply this 
concept. For the purposes of this introduction, however, we shall sketch the 
main construction and state our main results in the language of group rings. 
Let % denote a commutative ring with 1, G a finite group with normal 
subgroup H and quotient X = G/H. Let M denote a right S(H)-module 
which is G-stable. If 6 = horns&MC, MC), then as in the papers of Conlon 
[2] and Ward [lo], we can write 6 in the form 
where each summand 6, is an %-submodule of 6, and for each x, y in X, 
G&/ = Gw (%-module product). 
The subalgebra 6, is isomorphic to homS&t4, M) and we shall denote by 
U(Q the collection of units of K lying in Q& . 
If, for each g in G, we choose a unit /$ in U(Q (the bar denoting taking 
images in X via the canonical map), it is easy to see the linear transformation 
pg : MC + MC defined by 
P&4 = P3%% for m E MC, (1.1) 
leaves M @ 1 invariant. Since K&, = 6,, for x, y in X, for each g, g’ E G 
there is a unique unit ar(g, g’) in U(6,) such that 
Pd% = Pw4g~ &9 
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Let a10 denote the opposite ring to K, , and for CL, v E K, denote the product 
in 6,s by ,J 0 Y. Using the function (Y, we construct an extension 
l-+U(C&“)+G*+G+l (1.2) 
of G by Il(ErO) as follows: Let G* denote the Cartesian product Il(&O) x G 
endowed with the product 
h g&‘, g’> = (4& g’r’ o cL4’ O $9 gg’) 
for (CL, g), (P’, g’) E V,O) x G. Th e associative law in 0: guarantees that 
G* is an extension of G by II( and by using (1. l), we see that M @ 1 
is a right ‘%(G*)-module with action 
The extension G* is the analog of the classical central extension of G which 
affords an extension of M. The %(G*)-module M* = M @ 1 is the analog 
of the classical projective extension of M. 
Since M* is a left a:,-submodule of Mo, we can form the tensor product 
6 Oc, M*, obtaining an S-module. We place a “twisted” S(g)-module 
structure on (5. &, M* by defining the action of G as follows: For each 
g E G, c E CC, m EM*, let 
(c 0 mk = 4% 0 /%,-l(mg). (1.3) 
The key theorem in the paper is 
THEOREM A. The right ‘S(G)-module 6 &, M* with G-action (1.3) is 
isomorphic to M 8%~~) S(G) = MG. 
As a corollary, under suitable conditions, we obtain generalizations of the 
decomposition theorems of Tucker [6, 7, 91, Conlon [2], and Ward [lo], and 
also representations of the indecomposable components of MC as tensor 
products. 
Our second main result pushes the factorization further by showing that 
every homogeneous ‘S(G)-module I, whose restriction IH is isomorphic to a 
direct sum of copies of M, can be factored. 
THEOREM B. Suppose M is a jinitely generated G-stable S(H)-module, and 
I is any S(G)-module whose restriction IH is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies 
of M. Then there exists a right E-module J which is free as a Qmodule such 
that J OK, M* has a right S(G)-module structure (twisted as in (1.3)) satisfying 
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J is unique up to iX-isomorphism. Conversely, given any right E-module J which 
is free as a &-module, the g(G)-module J &, M* (again with twisted action) 
is homogeneous, and its restriction to H is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies 
of M. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The notation established in this section will be in force throughout the 
paper. Let !R be a ring, and let ,,$A and Ml% denote the categories of left 
and right %-modules, respectively. ‘So denotes the opposite ring associated 
with 9X, i.e., the ring whose additive group coincides with that of ‘8, but 
where the multiplication 0 of go is defined in terms of that of ‘% by 
r 0 r’ = r’r for all r’, r E So. 
If % is a ring with 1, and 6 a subset of %, we denote by U(G) the set of units 
of !U contained in 6. 
Later, we shall need the following results on homomorphisms. These 
results seem standard, but for those in (2.3), for example, the author knows 
of no handy reference; so we include the proofs. Let $J be a collection of 
right ‘%-modules, and J an additional right %-module, then, 
horns (2 OM~S M J) = lLEs homdM, J). (2.1) 
If J is a finitely generated ‘S-module, or $J is finite, then 
horn% J, C 0~ ( M 1 = c OW howtl(J, W. 
If ME 5, let f + f,,,, denote the canonical projection 
rhE5 homdJ, N) - homdJ, Ml. 
The usual embeddings yield a diagram 
(2.2) 
0 0 
1 1 
c C&S homdJ, W 
I 
horn8 (J, C @AM M) 
I 
c + -+F* c 
1 
- ILg homdJ, M) 
0 
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with exact columns, where 
and 
F = {f~ T hom,(J, M) lfiK = 0 a.e. ME g}, 
F* = {f E r hom%( J, M) 1 for each j E J, fM( j) = 0 a.e. M E 5). 
Suppose J is generated by jr ,..., j, . For each i, let 
then 5 - si is finite; hence so is 5 - n si . If ME n gi , then fM van- 
ishes on the generating set {ii}, hence f,w = 0. Thus under the hypothesis of 
(2.2), F = F*, and (2.2) follows. 
Let !Q be a ring with 1, A E M, , BE %A4, and a E A. We consider the 
tensor product A OR B. Because of bilinearity, the map a 0: B + a% 0% B 
defined by a 0: b + a @b is a homomorphism of abelian groups. If 
arm(a) denotes the annihilator of a in %, and if B is a unitary %-module, 
then the following sequence is exact: 
C ac3 
0 - ann(a)B a B - ~!l-l@~B------tO. (2.3a) 
By universal mapping we obtain a map 6 : a% @ B + B = B/ann(u)B such 
that 
((ur @ b) = rb + ann(u)B, for all ur @ b in a% & B. 
If K is the kernel of a 0, it is clear that ann(u)B C K; so there is a unique 
mapT:B+u%@Bsuchthat 
T(b + ann(u)B) = a @ b, for all bEB. 
Since B is unitary, one can show &- = 13 and T[ = lanae , so (2.3a) follows. 
LEMMA 2.3b. Let ME FUI% be finitely generated. Let 6 = hom,(M, M). 
If J and K are projective in k4, , then the map 
P - p 0 1: hoq(J, K) - hom~(J& M, K OK Ml 
is a functorial isomorphism. 
Proof. Since projectives are direct summands of free modules, we may 
assume J, K are free QZ-modules. Let {je} and {&} be free bases for J and K, 
respectively. It is obvious that 9) -+ v @ 1 is a monomorphism of abelian 
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groups, and whenever maps can be composed it preserves composition, so 
that it is functorial. We show now that it is surjective. Since 
if we use the usual embeddings, we may view any homomorphism T in 
hom,( J @ M, K @ M) as an element of nIo,s horn&, @ M, ke @ M), say 
By (2.3a), for each cr, /3 there is a unique yao in (r such that 
commutes. As M is finitely generated, the argument of (2.2) shows for each 01 
that yDiBM = 0 for almost every p, hence for each OL, ‘yoio = 0 for almost every /3, 
thus 
is a well-defined element of K for each 01. Extending v by making it &-linear, 
we obtain an element of homa( J, K), and a simple check of values shows 
f$T@1=7. 
LEMMA 2.3~. Let ‘93 be a ring with 1, K E MS be projective, and ME &A 
be unitary and faithful. If k lies in K, and if 
then k = 0. 
k@m=O, for each m E M, 
Proof. As in the previous lemma, we can assume K is free with basis 
{k,}, and then we can write k = C, k,r, where r, E % for each 01. Since 
K @ M N Co1 k, @ M, it follows from our hypothesis that for each 01 
k, @ r,M = 0. 
Now (2.3a) implies k, @ is an isomorphism, so r,M = 0 for each CL Since M 
is faithful, it follows that k = 0 as required. 
We conclude this section with a discussion of some of the basic facts 
concerning Clifford systems. If G is a finite group, then, as in [4], a G-graded 
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Clifford system 21u(21u, j g E G} consists of an associative ring ‘3 with 1, and 
a family {‘2I, / g E G} of additive subgroups of Cu such that 
‘u = 1 Og.G 2t, 1 (2.4a) 
21,2&f = YI,,, ) for all g, g’ E G, (2.4b) 
1~E211. (2.4~) 
If S is a subset of G, let QIs = Z BBES ‘II, , and note that if H is a sub- 
group of G, then 
21z,{911, j g E H} is a H-graded Clifford system. (2.5) 
If H < K < G, we define induction as in [2] or [lo], viz., K : VJg, -+ wIIsK 
is the covariant functor defined by setting 
JfK=WhH~K, for each ME M%,, . 
If N&UaK, we denote by NH the restriction of N to 211H . Of course, the 
usual relations hold between induction and restriction, for example we have 
Frobenius reciprocity: 
LEMMA 2.6. If ME lAAlsH, NE MVK, and ~JE hom,JM, NH), dejke 
FK:MK+Nby 
vK(m 0 4 = d+, for m @ a E MK. 
Then the map g, -+ vK : hom$JM, NH) -+ hom,JMK, N) is an additive 
isomorphism. 
Proof. See Section 2 of [2] or Lemma 1 of [lo]. 
Suppose H is normal in G, and X = G/H. The G-graded Clifford system 
‘2l{& 1 g E G) is also an X-graded Clifford system ‘2I{‘& 1 x E X}, where, as 
above, 
%!=~OBEZ% for each x E X. 
Since each subgroup 211, is an (a,, ‘2&)-bimodule, our next definition makes 
sense (cf. [IO]). 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let H < G, ME hAaH. If g E G, define the conjugate 
&-module Mg by 
Mg= Me== M&‘%,, 
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where g -+ g denotes the canonical map G -+ X. Then Mg E MzH. M is 
G-stable iff for each g in G we have 
MgNM 
as VIZ,-modules. 
We decompose (MC), in the usual way, viz., 
(MGh = C C&x M”. 
Now let 6 = homst(MG, MC), and for each x in X, let 
K;,={rl~K1q:Mi+M5}. 
As in [2] or [lo], Frobenius reciprocity yields 
LEMMA 2.8. (a) 6 = ,Z BzEX E;, , andfor x, y E X, K&, C 6,, . 
(b) If M is G-stable, then (I%;(& j x E X} is an X-graded Clifford system. 
Proof. See Theorem 1 of [lo]. 
The final lemma of this section is Proposition 2.7 of Dade’s fundamental 
paper [31. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let a(%, 1 g E G) be a G-graded Cl$ford system such that 
for each g E G, U(2$,) is nonempty. The set theoretic union 
is a group with normal subgroup U(‘$l,). The sequence 
1 - LI(Zc,) - ’ G*(i?l)_If,G- 1 
is exact if we set z-(y) = g for every y in U(rU,). If g -+ eg : G - G*(Z) is a 
transversal, we have 
hence also 
%l = ‘U&l = 50% 3 foreach gEG; 
In particular, if M is G-stable in MxH, the conclusions of this lemma 
hold for the X-graded Clifford system &(a, 1 x E X}. In this case the elements 
of U(Q) are precisely those 77 E 6 whose restrictions are isomorphisms of 
Ml onto Mx (see [IO]). 
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3. SYMMETRY 
Let G be a finite group with normal subgroup H and quotient X. Let 
cU{5!& 1 g E G} be a G-graded Clifford system and let M be a G-stable element 
of fUatH. In this section we prove Theorem A for Clifford systems. 
Let B = E” gz VI. Since MC is a (a:, ‘91)-b imodule, it is a right B-module 
with action defined by 
m(c @ a) = (cm)a = c(ma) 
for c E K”, a E ‘$I and m E MC. If y E X, set (&,O = 0,-r , then Lemma 2.8 
yields 
&“{(K,o 1 x E X} is an X-graded Clifford system. (3.1) 
Now form the direct product X x X, and define ?B(2,r) = Q&O @ au, for 
(x, y) E X x X. Since co and Cu are X-graded, the bilinearity of the tensor 
product yields 
~c%d I (X> Y) E x x x> (3.2) 
is an X x X-graded Clifford system. 
Let d = ((x, x) 1 x E X} be the diagonal of X x X. Let Z, = d, , and 
for x E X, let 3, = 23(,,,) , then 
B{a, 1 x E X} is an X-graded Clifford system. (3.3) 
THEOREM 3.4. Let ME MSH be G-stable. Then M* = M @nH 2& is a 
right ‘D-submodule of MC. In particular, it is a right module over 
II), = C,O @ %!& , and hence CC1 , 2&-bimodule. This last structure defines a 
natural isomorphism of &I onto homatH(M*, M*). 
The abelian group 6 &, M* has a right ‘%-module structure (whose 
restriction is its natural ‘&-module structure) such that 
as %-modules, with c @ m mapping to cm E MG, for all c E 6, m E M*. 
Finally, this isomorphism sends the 5&submodule 6, & M* onto 1 
M @aH 911, (as ‘$&-modules), for each x E X. 
Proof. Let M* = M @,+ ‘QII,, then 
M* is a right ID-module. (3.5) 
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If c @ a E a,, then M*(c @ u) = (cM*)a. By Lemma 2.8, 
M*(c @ a) C (M &, %&z 2 M @~H(91z,-~%r,) = M* 
and (3.5) follows. Since M* is a 3, = C&O @ ZIH-module by restriction, it is 
a a1 , ‘&-bimodule; in particular, it is a left &-module and we can form 
(5 &, M*. 
The proof of our second assertion begins with the definition of the action 
of ‘$I on (s &, M*. Our hypothesis and Lemma 2.9 imply: 
For each x in X, Era contains a unit [il of Co. (3.6) 
(The reason for the wierd notation will become clear shortly.) 
LetaE’%,,anddefinef,:E x M*-+~@~lM*by 
fa : (c, 4 - & OC, 4C OZ 4 = GL 0 C(ma) 
for each (c, m) in CC x M*. Since 62 = C1 for each x in X, if y E 6, , then 
f&y, 4 = W I, 0 Ch) 
Since MC, is a (6, ‘%)-bimodule, and M* C MC, 
hence 
r”K34) = 5,‘((v44 ; 
f&Y, 4 = f&P r4. 
By universal mapping, there exists a unique map a7 : 6 &, M* -+ 6 &, M* 
such that for each (c, m) in 6 x M*, 
fdc, m) = (c 0 mb, . 
Define the action of 2& on CC 6&, M* by setting 
u42 = (u)a, 
for u in 6 &, M*, and a in 2I,. Since 2I is X-graded, we can extend this 
action to all of %!I by making it additive, thus if a = CzEX a, , where a, E Nz,, 
then for u E 0: &, M*, 
ua = c ww, . (3.7) 
X0X 
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Then 
K &, M* is a unitary %-module with action (3.7). (3.8) 
The map a - a, is additive by construction. To prove multiplicativity it 
suffices to consider elements a in ‘u, , b in aLI, for X, y E X. If 
c @ m E (5. &, M*, then 
((c 0 m)a)b = (& 0 Si1(m4)b = (~5,) 5, 0 EiXc3m4)b 
Since MC is a (6, ‘$I)-bimodule, 
((c 0 m)a)b = 4$&J 0 S32(m@)). 
By Lemma 2.9, there exist units OL(X, y) in (5, such that 
5,5, = szv+, Y), 
hence 
= c.&., @ &i(m(ub)) = (c @ m) ub. 
Since [I lies in (X1 , (5 &, M* is unitary and (3.8) follows. 
Let f : (5 x M* -+ MG be defined by 
f Cc, m) = cm, (c, m) E CI x M*. 
Since MC is a left C-module, f is &:,-middle linear, hence we obtain a unique 
additive homomorphism 0 : K &, M* + MC satisfying 
O(c @ m) = cm. 
0 is an %-module isomorphism. (3.9 
By (3.6) and Lemma 2.8, 0 is an isomorphism of abelian groups. Since 
O((c @ m)u) = O(ct= @ &‘(mu)) = c[e(G1(ma)) = (cm)u = O(c @ m)a, 
(3.9) follows. 
Since 6, is a ((Xi, a:,)-bimodule, E, &, M* is an ‘&-submodule of 
(E: &, M* by (3.8). Its image under 0 is &(M*) = M c&, ‘& by (3.6). 
The map m --f @-l(&(m @ 1)) is an isomorphism from M onto CC0 &, M*. 
As a final note, a simple calculation shows the action of ‘% on E &, M* 
to be independent of the choice of the units g1 made in (3.6). 
481/22/2-II 
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DEFINITION 3.10. (a) Let X be a group, e{@, 1 x E X} an X-graded 
Clifford system. Then A4 &-free) ( ~vQ &%,-projective)) denotes the full sub- 
category of ME whose objects J are free (projective) as @,-modules. 
(b) If ME Wt& is G-stable, then M, (M-homogeneous) is the full 
subcategory of Mx whose objects are elements J of Fuji, which are isomorphic 
as ‘&-modules to a direct sum of copies of M. 
THEOREM 3.11. Let M E hazy be jinitely generated and G-stable. Then 
&, M* defines a functor 
&, M* : M&&-free) -+ M~(M-homogeneous) 
which is full, faithful, hence 1 - 1 on isomorphism classes of objects. 
Proof. The proof of the previous theorem shows that if J E hAl& , then 
J &, M* is an ‘%-module with action defined by 
(j 0 m)a = & 0 553ma) 
for a E 9fI, , and j @ m in J &, M*. If J is (&-free, then J &, M* lies in 
M, (M-homogeneous), since a1 & M* ‘v M. 
Let J, K E Ma&-projective). Sinke M is finitely generated, we can show: 
the map g, ---f g, @ 1 from homa( J, K) -+ hom%( J OK, M*, K &, M*) 
is an isomorphism of abelian groups which preserves composition of 
maps. (3.12) 
By Lemma 2.3b, v + v @ 1 : horn&J J, K) + horns& Ba, M*, K C&, M*) 
is an isomorphism. 
Suppose 7 E hom,( J &, M*, K &, M*), and v E horncl( J, K) is chosen 
so that 7 =q~@l. If aEYII,, andj@mE J&M*, then the fact that 7 
is ‘%-linear yields 
v(j) LO &3ma> = d&) 0 23m4 (3.13) 
Since M*211, = M @ ‘$I,, and since [, -’ : M*2& + M* is an isomorphism, 
if we set K = p)(j) 4, ~&&), then (3.13) ’ rm pl’ ies the map of abelian groups 
k@:M*--+k@M* 
is the zero map. By Lemma 2.3c, k = 0. Since q~ is &-linear, Lemma 2.9 
implies y E homc( J, K); hence (3.12) follows. 
By using Tucker’s remark in [9], &, M* is 1 - 1 on isomorphism classes 
(cf. Corollary 3, p. 803 of [9]). 
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COROLLARY 3.14. Let J E Ma(C5,-projective). J is indecomposable iff 
J &, M* is indecomposable. 
Proof. This follows from (3.12), since homK(J, J) is ring isomorphic to 
hom,(J OKI AT*, J &, M*). 
Since (5 is free as a E;,-module, any C-projective module is also E;,-projec- 
tive, hence any decomposition of 6 into a direct sum of indecomposable 
O.-modules leads to a similar decomposition of MC as a direct sum of %-mod- 
ules. In the case, when M is indecomposable, we retain homogeneity, i.e., 
COROLLARY 3.15. Let M be a finitely generated G-stable &-module whose 
centralizing ring homzH(M, M) is local. Then 6 contains jnite complete set of 
primitive orthogonal idempotents e, ,..., e, , and 
is a decomposition of MG as a direct sum of indecomposable %-modules, each 
of which is M-homogeneous. 
Proof. Since CL, is local, A = CC,/dq (2/1 denotes the Jacobson radical 
of C&) is a division ring. For such rings, we know [I]: 
Finitely generated, projective &-modules are free; (3.16a) 
If FI +F, + 0 is exact and Fi are free &-modules, and if FI is of 
finite rank, then rank (Fr) 3 rank (F,). In particular, equality holds iff 
FI “F,. (3.16b) 
It is clear from (3.16) that the number of &-invariant direct summands 
in any decomposition of (5 is bounded by ] X I, the &,-rank of K By (3.16), 
any direct summand of 0. which is CC-invariant is free as a &-module; so 
the corollary is obvious. 
4. FACTORIZATIONS 
In this section, we show that if M is finitely generated and G-stable, then 
OK, M” is an equivalence of categories. Since, under the hypothesis of 
Theorem 3.11, &, M* is full and faithful, we are interested in conditions 
which allow us to conclude 
If I E M%(M-homogeneous), then there exists 
J E R&l&-free) such that I N J OK, M* as ‘U-modules. 
(4.1) 
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THEOREM 4.2. If M is a jinitely generated G-stable &-module, then 
(4.1) holds. 
Proof. Let I E M&M-homogeneous). Suppose IH decomposes as 
IH = 2 @ M, , 
where E runs over an index set .Y and each module M, is isomorphic to M. 
Let F denote the free &-module on 19 1 generators, and construct the 
‘&-module 
I’=F&>M*. 
Evidently I’ is isomorphic to I as ‘&-modules. Let 01 : I -+ I’ be an 91H-iso- 
morphism, and construct an action of 2X on I’ by 
i’a = ol((d(i’))a), 
then CY : I - I’ is an (U-module isomorphism. 
Since I is an %-module, there is a canonical epimorphism rr : (IH)’ -+ I 
defined by 
n(i @ a) = ia 
foriEI, aE%. 
Let F’ denote the free C-module on 1 9 1 generators. By Theorem 3.4, 
we have a canonical 5X-isomorphism 
,!3 : F’ &, M* --c (IH)G; 
hence composing the maps yields an %epimorphism 
The problem is to define a right CC-module structure on F. By (2.3b), 
hom&,(F’, F) N hom%JF’ &, M*, F @a, M*) 
via the map g, -+ F @ 1, hence there exists a unique &-linear map 
7 : F’ -+ F such that p = -r @ 1. Now p is an epimorphism; hence so is T. 
We assert 
ker(T) is a-invariant. (4.3) 
Suppose f E ker(T), and y E U(CQ for some x E X. If a is any element 
Yl 2 , and m E M*, then 
dfr) 0 734 = dfr 0 r’ba)) 
= df 0 44 
= 14fO m>a 
in 
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Thus, since y-l(M*‘%J = M*, we have 
I @ M* = 0. 
Since F is &-projective and (X1 acts faithfully on M*, Lemma 2.3~ implies 
Qr) = 0; 
so (4.3) holds, hence J = F’/ker( 7 is canonically a right E-module, and the ) 
canonical map T* : F’ -+ J is a-linear. Since F is C&free, 
J E N&(&-free). (4.4) 
Form the 2I-module J &, M* whose action is defined as in (3.7) by the rule 
(i 0 mb = jE, 0 mm4 a E ‘u, 7 6% E U(%?), 
j@rnE J&,M*. 
Consider the map T* @ 1 : F’ @Cl M* ---f J 0% M*. If a, 5%) and j @ m 
are as above, then 
T* 0 l((i 0 Mu) = T*(iL) 0 tZ’(m4. 
Since T* is c-linear, 
T* @ l((j @ m)u) = T*(j) 5, @ (;‘(mU) = (T*(j) @ m)U 
= (T* @ l(j @ m))U; 
hence 
T* @ 1 is an X-linear epimorphism. (4.5) 
Since ker(T*) = ker(T), a well-known result on tensor products shows 
ker(T* @ 1) = ker(r @ 1) = ker(T) @a, M*, 
hence there is a unique ‘LI-isomorphism 8 : J aa, M* --+ I’ such that the 
diagram 
commutes. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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Remark. If we assume 9 is finite, then we can drop the assumption that 
M is finitely generated since the results on homomorphisms remain true in 
general in this case. We also have 
COROLLARY 4.6. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3, there is a bajection 
between the isomorphism classes of indecomposable element in M E(~l-jree) and 
the indecomposable elements in Ma (M-homogeneous). 
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